Why Sinless Sun?

<
Natural & UV-Free Airbrush Tanning

As a glow-getter you will be happy to hear you can enhance your skin tone without exposing
your skin to the harmful UV rays of the sun or tanning beds. How? By protecting your skin with
our natural looking sunless tan. We customize our solutions to your skin tone, so go from
winter-white to a gorgeous golden glow — or all the way to just-back-from-Cabo honey brown.

We deliver results that are unsurpassed by any other means of tanning on the market. Only one
airbrush tanning salon in Denver can say that its owner has personally developed our
food-grade tanning solution. She handpicked each of the organic ingredients to create a
healthy, gorgeous tanning solution that is unique to our salon. No dyes, no toxic chemicals.
Our tanning solution is paraben and phenoxyethanol free. Our beauty products are
phenoxyethanol free.

All of our tanning solutions are bottled and safety-sealed for superior stability and freshness
using the same stringent process nutritional supplement manufacturing. Due to the quality,
purity and freshness of our ingredients, Sinless Sun will give you a beautiful, golden bronze tan
that will last for days and nourish your skin.
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The Right Color
We know that there's a fine line between a believable faux-tan and an oompa loompa; that's
why at Sinless Sun we take pride in the fact that our solutions are never orange.

We focus on tanning for specific skin tones so you are never darker than you should be. We
always help you determine which of our solutions will work best for you and customize your
tan
for your skin
color. So you can go from winter-white to that glowing golden tone with Sinless Sun, without the
worry of an orange, unnatural look.

Quick & Easy
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We provide a fast, in-and-out service. Since our solution dries almost instantly so you will get
your perfect tan in 15 minutes.

Lasting Results
A Sinless Sun Spray Tan will give you a beautiful, golden bronze tan that will last 7-10 days.
Love the skin you are in; be gentle, pat dry. Keep your skin well moisturized.

Our formulas are not only the best sunless tanning solutions in the world, but also the most
natural. One application is all it takes to achieve a sun-kissed natural glow or a deep dark just
back from the beach bronzed tan.

Top 10 Reasons to Spray Tan
1. No harmful UV damage or sun-spots
2. Will not cause premature aging and wrinkles
3. No sun burning
4. Instant bronze color
5. Customized color
6. Look slimmer
7. Appear healthier
8. Teeth look whiter
9. Eyes seem brighter
10. Even out tan lines

Q&A

Is Sinless Sun safe to use?
Our exclusive proprietary tanning solution has been extensively tested and is very safe and all
skin types. Most other tanning solutions are loaded with toxic ingredients that absorb directly
into your skin and can cause health problems. Sinless Sun is the first company to introduce a
cosmeceutical tanning solution that is safe and does not contain any harmful chemicals,
perfumes, alcohol, additives, or dyes.

How soon will I see the tanning result?
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You will receive an immediate, all natural looking tan that will continue to develop and become
darker over the next 6 to 12 hours. The tan will reach its maximum color within 24 hours. People
will notice the dramatic results very quickly.

How long will my Sinless Sun tan last?
You can expect your tan to last for about 7 to 10 days depending upon your skin type and
preparation. Regular moisturizing will extend the life of the tan.

Is Sinless Sun the same as air brush tanning?
No. Although the equipment is similar, Sinless Sun uses a high volume/low pressure technology
application that will ensure your tan is applied evenly and properly. The Sinless Sun system is
much more sophisticated than air brush technology and covers the client's body much more
effectively. Our state of the art equipment will eliminate excessive over spray and mess, is more
profitable, and allows the solution to dry very quickly allowing a client to return to normal
activities.

How is a Sinless Sun tan different from a booth tan?
No streaks, no drips, no orange. Our tans are hand applied so they are flawless. We
personalized the color to you—this is not one-shade-fits-all spray tanning. Sinless Sun is a
totally non-toxic tan without chemicals or dyes that wash off after just a few days. Our solution
does not smell like the booth's solution—its virtually odor free. One tan lasts for at least a week
with proper care and maintenance.
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Will I turn yellow or orange?
No, Sinless Sun tans each client to there natural tan color. Our tanning solution does not
contain the chemicals and dyes that many tanning companies have added into there spray's.
These chemicals and dyes are the source of the off color that you can sometimes see with other
sprays; not with ours. Sinless Sun's proprietary formulas were created with natural ingredients
to create a beautiful warm bronzen glow for every client.

What are the ingredients in Sinless Sun's tanning solution?
Sinless Sun premier cosmeceutical tanning solutions are proprietary formulas that use only the
finest botanical ingredients available to produce a safe, all natural looking tan. All of our
solutions are manufactured in the highest quality facility with a unique process that is exclusive
to Sinless Sun, utilizing beet and cane sugar extracts.
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- Purified Water
Water that has been filtered down to a specific micron (particle) size and 99% of all
minerals, chemicals, chlorine, sediment, and elements has been removed.
- Dihydroxyacetone (DHA)
DHA is a FDA approved simple carbohydrate compound that is derived from plant sources
such as beet sugar and causes a natural tanning of the skin when applied at the right
concentration. DHA works by reacting with protein in the stratum corneum, the outermost
surface of the skin, forming a brown color. The color stays until the skin is sloughed during the
normal process of skin replacement. If the DHA reacts throughout the stratum corneum, then
the resulting tan color should last about seven to 10 days.
- Saccharum Officinarum
The botanical name for cane sugar. When processed correctly at specific temperatures and
concentrations, this ingredient creates a natural, safe bronzing effect to the skin.
- Whole Leaf Aloe Vera (Barbadensis)
Sinless Sun solutions and skin formulas contain a unique Whole Leaf Aloe Vera extract that
contains active nutrients, phyto-nutrients, vitamins, and minerals for optimal skin health. Aloe
Vera contains over 75 nutrients and 200 active compounds. read more...
- Sodium Benzoate (Benzoic Acid)
A naturally occurring compound with antimicrobial properties, that is found naturally in
cranberries, prunes, greengage plums, cinnamon, ripe cloves and apples.
- Potassium Sorbate (Sorbic Acid)
Derived from the oil of the unripened rowan berry (sorbapple or mountain ash berry) and is
used to safely prevent bacteria and mold growth.

What isn't in Sinless Sun's Tanning Solution?
Sinless Sun tanning solutions do not and will never contain any harmful or toxic chemicals,
dyes, alcohol, additives, perfumes, or artificial colors. We have sourced out only the purest form
of all of ingredients that will deliver results unsurpassed by any other tanning solution on the
market.

How do you ensure that Sinless Sun solutions are always fresh?
All of our tanning solutions are bottled under GMP guidelines and safety sealed for superior
stability and freshness, which is the same stringent process used to manufacture nutritional
supplements. Due to the quality, purity, and freshness of these ingredients, Sinless Sun will give
you a beautiful, golden bronze tan that will last for days. Our proprietary formulas are
completely safe and are not only the best sunless tanning solutions in the world, but also the
most natural.
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